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Today’s Dads
Spending more time & money than ever before.

More than previous generations, Dads are taking a much larger role 

in the day-to-day care of their children. From scheduling play dates 

to grocery shopping, dads are spending more time — and money. 

“Dads are great for business,” said Kasi Bruno, strategic planning 

director at Young & Rubicam Group (Y&R.) “They’re really more 

involved than they ever have been with the kids and all the 

purchasing power that comes with it.”

“Dads represent a massive untapped market for all sorts of household 

products and consumer packaged goods — from diapers to college 

dorm supplies — and they are largely overlooked by most brands,” 

said Sandy Thompson, global planning director at Y&R.
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The nutrition of the food purchased for his family is important to dads. 

This was made crystal clear in a recent study released by Edelman 

Berland and Edelman’s food sector. The study found that:

• More than 85% of dads said they limit the amount of processed 
foods their family eats.

• More than 75% said it’s important to know where their food comes 
from, and more than 70% said they try to buy foods that are grown 
or raised locally.

• Nearly 90% cook with fresh ingredients, and more than 95% said 
it’s important to teach their children to cook.

• When asked to choose the most important factor in food purchase, 
both moms and dads ranked nutrition quality, taste and freshness 
as their top three.

Additionally, more than 50% of households surveyed said moms and 

dads share food purchasing and meal planning responsibilities — 

everything from making the list to budgeting. They both also said they 

enjoy food-related social activities together such as tending gardens, 

going on trips to farmers’ markets and watching cooking shows on TV.

Dads & Nutrition
“Traditionally, we considered Mom to be the only 

one who made nutrition and wellness a priority 

for the family, but it’s clear it’s just as important 

to Dad.” –Mary K. Young, Edelman senior food 

and nutrition strategist. 
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“Men, specifically fathers 25 to 40, are spending more time as consumers 

around the household,” says Michael Rothman, co-founder of Millennial 

dad site Fatherly. “Moms are no longer the CEOs of the home.” 

In fact, a 2015 study performed by the Chicago Tribune revealed that an 

incredible 80% of Millennial dads said they were the primary grocery 

shopper or that they shared the shopping tasks. The study also showed 

that almost 50% of Millennial dads plan play dates and other activities for 

their kids. (Less than 25% of older dads did this.)  

One of the key findings of the Chicago Tribune study was that dads are 

willing to pay more for trusted brands (almost 50% claimed brand-name 

loyalties), and discounts don’t mean nearly as much as they do to moms.  

A third of dads say they try to buy products on sale, versus 52% of moms. 

Almost 60% of dads avoid coupons completely, saying it makes them 

look “cheap,” reports the Tribune. Less than half would be likely to brag to 

friends about finding a good price. Moms, on the other hand, take great 

pride in getting a deal.

Dads & Shopping

Dad Shopping Facts

• 80% of Millennial dads say they’re the primary 
grocery shopper or that they share the shopping 
tasks

• Dads spent an average of $250 more on back-to-
school shopping than moms last year

• Almost 60% of dads avoid coupons completely, 
with some saying it makes them look “cheap”

• 80% of Millennial dads prefer to shop with their 
kids

• 74% of Millennial dads say buying things for 
their kids is a way to bond

ADVERTISING TO DAD

With dads taking on such a large role at home, it’s no wonder that 83% 

say they think advertising for parents should appeal to both mothers and 

fathers equally. A recent survey asked Millennial moms and dads about 

advertising to parents and neither liked ads that portrayed Dad as a dope. 

Describing a bumbling Dad TV commercial, one Mom said, “I hate 

commercials that make fathers look like the lesser parent. It’s not funny. It 

puts out the message that men are incompetent and irresponsible at home. 

It’s a subtle message that men belong at work and women belong at home.”

And a Millennial dad said, “I don’t like commercials where moms know 

things dads don’t.” 
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FONA CAN HELP!
Let FONA’s market insight and research experts translate these trends into 
product category ideas for your brand. They can help you with concept 
and flavor pipeline development, ideation, consumer studies and white 
space analysis to pinpoint opportunities in the market.

Our flavor and product development experts are also at your service 
to help meet the labeling and flavor profile needs for your products 
to capitalize on this consumer trend. We understand how to mesh 
the complexities of flavor with your brand development, technical 
requirements and regulatory needs to deliver a complete taste solution.

CONTACT OUR SALES SERVICE DEPARTMENT
at 630.578.8600 to request a flavor sample or visit www.fona.com.
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CONCLUSION
Millennial dads are playing a big role at home, and according to Baby 
Center research, many (88%) are striving to be “perfect dads.” They’re 
tuned in to food and beverage purchases and nutrition content of the 
items they purchase. Products and brands that acknowledge these 
contributions and speak to them as competent, engaged parents will 
definitely have dads’ attention. 

“Millennial dads are more involved in the day-to-day of childcare than any 
generation before them.” Julie Michaelson, head of global sales at Baby 
Center


